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Before Gunter Grass achieved worldwide fame as a novelist, the future author of The Tin Drum studied
sculpture at the art academies of Dusseldorf and Berlin. Over the past 60 years of artistic life, he has created
not only novels, poems, stories and plays, but an extensive body of artworks in a diverse array of media. His
writings are inconceivable without their visual counterpart for reasons both private and public. As a matter of
method, during the slow, intimate process of painting, drawing and modeling, Grass develops the ideas for
new novels. After he has finished a book, he moves back to his studio and his drawing table. As a matter of
aesthetics, he created the dust jacket illustrations for each of his first editions, which has lent his literary

works a distinctive unified style.

Günter Grass . Lultimo libro di Gunter Grass Quando il critica stronca lo scrittore ultime notizie opinioni
reportage foto e video. Günter Wilhelm Grass German nt as listen 16 October 1927 13 April 2015 was a

German Kashubian novelist poet playwright illustrator graphic artist sculptor and recipient of the 1999 Nobel
Prize in Literature.
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La mia macchia. Hier rief ich Hier und lief auf sie zu sooft ich versuchte ihren Töpfen davonzulaufen. Find
the perfect Günter Grass stock photos and editorial news pictures from Getty Images. Günter Grass. He died
in 2015 in Lübeck. Günter Grass 16 October 1927 13 April 2015 was a German novelist poet playwright
illustrator graphic artist sculptor and recipient of the 1999 Nobel Prize in Literature. The stage version of
Günter Grasss 1959 novel is set to open in London with its unbearable protagonist and tales of Nazi

collaboration its as controversial as ever 20 Feb 2020 Its about. ThriftBooks Read More Spend Less. Jobs
Freedom House I expected more from literature than from real naked life. The Tin Drum picaresque novel by
Günter Grass a purported autobiography of a dwarf who lives through the birth and death of Nazi Germany
published in 1959 as Die Blechtrommel. Gunter Grass Ct Lafayette LA 70508 is a singlefamily home listed

forsale at 350000.
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